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Haven't found the right supplier yet? AliSource 1 request, multiple prices 1-click OEM comparison offer, ODM &amp; multi-category purchase What is modular wardrobe? Modular wardrobes as the name suggests are easy suitable storage spaces, can be made and disassembled easily, are smooth and run discreetly against walls. Unlike heavy wood, almirahs that rarely deviate
from a standard design, today's wardrobes are equipped with glass, chrome and metal, in colors as varied as white to red and styles that go from L-shaped to parallel designs. Some of these modern modular wardrobes also have enhanced functions – retrofitted with a folding bed or table as a space saving measure or from floor to ceiling to maximize storage space. What are the
most popular bedroom closet designs today? Modern designs are definitely the ones that are modern. They can be found in most homes and complement interiors and design. Whether it's all glass, with sleek/rimless frames or a combination of textures, you can get creative to make your wardrobe an elegant statement piece. Closets are not only functional but reflect the design
aesthetics of a homeowner. We also find a preference for classic and early modernist designs, with linings and wood finishes that work well for people who love these styles. Is walking closets/wardrobes still popular? How does one go about designing this? Closet closets are popular, although it depends on how long one has. You can either choose a fully open wardrobe with a
door in the walk-in closet or create a perception of a walk-in closet by having closed units in space. How do I choose a closet for my bedroom? Closets are essentially pieces of bedroom furniture, coming a close second to your bed. Choosing one is not as easy as walking into a store or choosing an idea of the Internet. There are several factors to note before you choose a
wardrobe for your bedroom. What it requires is a carefully thought out style and structure based on your requirements and lifestyle. Are you planning to build a new wardrobe, made from top quality materials, made to measure and fit perfectly into the room of your choice? If so, you have reached the right destination. Myfurnituremyway is a Delhi-owned and operated business
specializing in the design and installation of custom-made wardrobes. With a wide variety of materials and to choose from, we ensure that customers are offered the best of plans. We constantly strive to offer the best quality craftsmanship and ensure the most competitive prices of the customer. Myfurnuituremyway is the brainchild of professionals with extensive experience in the
field of wardrobe designs. We are a bunch of people brought together by the love of furniture and the ambition to offer quality products for reasonable prices. Keep up with the latest trends and styles and build good relationships. The design and affect the full look and feel of your home. When you want to complete your space with custom wooden wardrobes, myfurnituremyway is
able to offer our customers the necessary help. As a high-end wardrobe manufacturer, we have the know-how and drive that makes us a top player in the wardrobe industry. Add beauty to a modern bedroom with intricately constructed closet designs We have built a reputation in offering an excellent range of designs and products that have been built utilizing only top quality
materials. Our excellent customer service and craftsmanship testify to the regular referrals we receive from our existing customers. A customer's word is our reputation and we love to hear from you. We are proud of our customer service team for putting everything into this little extra care that makes a difference. In addition to offering customers specific and custom-made
wardrobes, our team spends time discussing customers' requirements to ensure the best of the products offered to ensure value for money. Starting from ideation to development, we at myfurnituremyway aims to help you in the varied stage of the wardrobe design process. We provide a wide variety of configurations, a range of door finishes and color options that are better than
quality. Since a wardrobe is an investment of a lifetime, just talk to our interior consultant who can help you choose the configurations that best suit your home and taste. Realizing that most consumers are looking for personalized wardrobe solution in India, myfurnituremyway ensures that customers are offered the best modern wardrobe design solution that perfectly suits their
room. Redefining the interiors of the house in favor of the customerMyfurnituremyway, we like to offer as many options as possible. We are willing to solve the dilemma of online wardrobe shopping for our customers. Since customer satisfaction is of paramount importance to our team, we believe in offering as many options as possible, so choosing the perfect product becomes
easy. It's time to upgrade your bedroom storage with the latest customized closet designs and add a touch of elegance and modern closet styling to your home décor. Do you want to discuss your needs or request an offer without obligation? Give us a call today. Page 2Page 3Page 4 Wood is a popular choice for many aspiring designers when it comes to designing a room. It is
used in different furniture and and for the décor. From ancient times to the present day, wood is one of the most common materials for building and for other handicrafts. This is why carpentry is an area that many people deal with because of the popularity of wooden products just like wardrobes. Most of the time wardrobes are made of wood, although there are already new
modern materials used to make them. What varies is its finishes and color. Here's 35 35 bedroom closet designs that, in fact, make good use of beautiful wooden designs. Here, this modern wonder takes place in a warm, habitable space with lots of ash wood splayed throughout the bed room- from the bed frame to the cabinetry. Picture Source: Huelsta The texture of wood fits
well with the bamboo bed in this simple bedroom. Picture Source: Joel Kelly Design A lovely modern bedroom that certainly has enough storage with this wooden wardrobe. Image Source: De Meza + Architecture You can see here that on both sides of the wall are wardrobes for storing the owner's clothes, bags and all. Picture Source: KUBE Architecture This alder wardrobe
helps give this room a warm, modern appeal. Picture Source:: Zald Furniture This walnut wardrobe is so smooth and finished that you'll be forgiven for thinking it wasn't wood at all. But here it does so much to help coordinate the classic, contemporary design of this room. Picture Source:: misuraemme.it I would guess this bedroom belongs to a man because of what you can see
from the closet. That's a nice plan, isn't it? Picture Source: Hufft Works A small bedroom that looks beautiful despite its simplicity. Look at how the wardrobe is designed where the handle seems to create a pattern. Image source: Architextual Instead of covering the entire wall with the wardrobe, the area near the window is converted into a bench with storage too. Picture Source:
Intexure Pine Architects, especially here, can be a beautiful addition to any master bedroom. Image Source:: Sliderobes This red oak wardrobe helps create a very visually appealing and modern space. Picture Source: Andrea Swan - Swan Architecture Here we have a combination window seat and wardrobe, which gives this urban master bedroom a luxurious item and a chat
piece. Image source:: Matarozzi Felsinger Builders Looks like it has male colors, but will also pass as a master bedroom. Wooden wardrobes are placed on both sides of the bed. Picture Source: John Maniscalco Architecture The wardrobe here is simple but gave this space a very beautiful appeal. Picture Source: Schicketanz Studio This has a unique design of a wardrobe.
Actually, it looks classic. Picture Source: Création Maryse Crôteau This birch wardrobe contributes to a room that is clean, minimalist, and absolutely amazing either way. Image source: iTrade Tube This black wardrobe only increases the appeal in this modern masterpiece. IImage Source: Sliderobes An open closet space in the bedroom that has a combination of two types of
wood. Anyone would love to have this! Picture Source: Archidea One bedroom will not be complete without wardrobe. That's why mirrors are added to the doors. Image source: Lobier Indoor Group The wall was not a waste because apart from the wardrobe, the shelves were installed there too. Very. Source: Harrell remodeling this gorgeous brown glazed red oak cabinet gives
this modern room some interesting contrast and appeal. Picture Source: Sliderobes Neat bedroom with a simple design and of course, a wooden wardrobe too. The headboard is coated for a softer look despite the edgy style of the interior. Image source: Claudia Leccacorvi I love how this bedroom used wood for everything! I'm really amazing! Picture Source: Jonwil This maon
wardrobe is not only extremely functional, with plenty of storage space, but is very beautiful. Image source: iTrade Tube Take a look at the wardrobe area where there is a bench near the window and some shelves on the sides. Picture Source: Delson or Sherman Architects pc This bedroom has a beachy feel with the colors of the sea seen on the ceiling and even in the closet.
Picture Source: Our city plans with a cherry finish, these pine doors contrast nicely with the rest of the room giving this room an appeal to the home. Picture Source: Sliderobes Another neat bedroom design with smooth lines everywhere. I'd sleep right away if this bedroom was mine! Picture Source: De Meza + Architecture Here, we had a white vinyl wardrobe decked out with
dark maple, providing an elegant and modern look in this master bedroom. Image source: huelsta.com This Alder wardrobe adds a hint of prestige to this modern library. Image source: presottoitalia.it Under a wooden roof, this bedroom is a total muster! Who wouldn't fall in love with the lights in here? Picture Source: MCM Design Studio Polished white office doors and pine
pruning praise the bed frame nicely and give this room a luxury appeal. Image source: huelsta.com This stunning white oak wardrobe is essentially a piece of contemporary art in itself- giving this room a chat piece and a focal point. Picture Source: Zalf Furniture combines an industrial and contemporary feel for a bedroom and you'll get something like this. Picture Source: Faye
McAuliffe Design This looks like an attic bedroom and is very beautiful despite the small space it has. Great wooden work! Picture Source: Studiohw | Heather Weiss With the right touches, every room can be a real stunter. Wood is not something to be afraid of. Instead, it can add a very modern and modern appeal to many rooms when done correctly. In fact, wood is one of the
favorite materials used for home furniture and others. And we can't dispute that because wood is really a good organic material that durable and beautiful. We hope you liked this list we gave you today! Picture: Home Design Lover Picture: Reno Mania Picture: Feather and Black Picture: Hall of Homes Picture: Talentez Picture: Decaist Picture: Style n Designs Picture: Lombok
Picture: How You Sleep Picture: Site House Photograph: Jessica Silversaga Picture: Silver Saga Picture: Davin Ong Picture: DIY Ready Picture: Elpaisdesarah Picture: Czasnawnetrze Picture: Plagis Picture: Picture: Picture: Pin IMG Picture: Architectural Ideas Picture: Zulu Ztyle Picture: Food Inspiration Picture: Gaca Home Picture: Wiki Homes Picture: Room Decoration Ideas
Picture: Archi Products Picture: Jaroomie Picture: Archi Products Picture: The Modern House Image: Ik ea Picture: Laltraguida link 1756 Picture: Archi Products Picture: Mavgep Picture: Modern Picture: Domino Picture: Loves Seven Picture: Niezhe Picture: Ost Decoration Picture: Bikersoopnorth Picture : Natural Dynamic Image : Domino's Picture: Keri Brown Homes Picture:
Poliform Australia Picture: Milk Picture Design: Mobilyanerede Picture: Ideakon Picture: Home at Home Picture: Valearte Invest Luxury Picture: Designers Raum Picture: Girida Picture: Diggol Picture: Silaevmobilyalari Picture: Moyaikea Picture: Ideal original image: Micasarevista Picture: GSA Devices Picture: Digs Digs Picture: Gautier Moebel Picture: Ydbyfz Picture: Made in
China Picture: Design Idea Picture : Natural Dynamic Image : Strachan Picture: 7 Decor Ideas Picture: Fresh Designpedia Picture: Daayjees Place of Inner Peace Make sure you also check out our latest Animal Print Bedroom Benches location for a different but inspiring design. Design.
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